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The filter diagonalization method (FDM) is a recently developed computational technique
capable of extracting resonance frequencies and amplitudes from very short transient signals.
Although it requires stable resonance frequencies and is slower than the fast Fourier transform
(FFT), FDM has a resolution and accuracy that is unmatched by the FFT or any other
comparable techniques. This unique feature of FDM makes it an ideal tool for tracing space
charge induced frequency modulations in Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR)
cells, which are shown to reach400 ppm even for such simple spectra as Substance P. (J Am
Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 836-843) © 2006 American Society for Mass SpectrometryWith the increasing number of completed andnearly completed genomes, research interestis shifting to proteomics [1], which is the
study of the structure and function of the translated
proteins. Due to its high sensitivity, accuracy, and
reproducibility, mass spectrometry is one of the pri-
mary technologies used in this field. One of the most
important factors in identifying and sequencing pro-
teins as well as identifying and localizing posttransla-
tional modifications in proteins is the accuracy of the
experimentally determined masses [2]. Fourier trans-
form mass spectrometry (FTMS) [3–5] produces the best
mass accuracy and resolving power currently available.
Current FTMS instruments are capable of routinely
producing measurements with 1 ppm accuracy inter-
nally calibrated [6–8] and 5 ppm externally calibrated
[9, 10]. Recent studies in proteomics show that determi-
nation of amino acid composition of tryptic peptides
requires at least 0.1 ppm mass accuracy [11, 12]. One of the
major fundamental factors determining FTMS mass accu-
racy limits is the “space-charge” effect, which arises from
columbic interactions among ions within the FT-ICR cell,
causing frequency shifts in time with periodicities equal to
the beat frequencies of different ion packets (note, Wine-
land and Dehmelt [13] demonstrated that ions of the same
m/z do not experience the same space charge induced
frequency modulations that are observed between ions of
different m/z). Due to the very fast nature of the “space-
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operate on short transient signals. The fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) [14], however, is limited to a resolution of 
 2N, where N is the number of data points and  is the
sampling time, and cannot generally provide detailed
information on frequency shifts within a transient.
Other FT based signal processing methods such as
wavelet and chirplet [15] transforms as well as the
shifted-basis technique [16], although having lower
uncertainty, suffer from the same shortcoming of the
resolving power being directly proportional to the
length of the transient. On the other hand, high-
resolution techniques such as linear prediction [17,
18] or Prony method based techniques [19, 20] are
very computationally expensive.
The filter diagonalization method (FDM) [21–27] is a
recently developed signal-processing algorithm based on
a linear algebra mathematical formalism, which finds the
exact solution of the harmonic inversion problem [27] and,
theoretically, can achieve infinite resolution if the resonant
frequencies are stable. FDM has been shown to provide
superb accuracy on short transient signals and, compared
to other high-resolution computational techniques, is very
quick (e.g., FDM’s time complexity scales quasi-linearly
with the number of data points, which puts it in the same
order as the FFT). These two factors make it an ideal tool
for frequency shift chasing experiments as shown here.
These results could be used for reference deconvolution
[28, 29] to improve mass accuracy.
Theory
Although detailed description is available in the litera-
ture [21, 23–25, 27], a brief description of FDM’s main
features, structure, and functionality compiled from the
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of FTMS. The main objective of FDM is to interpolate
complex amplitudes dk and complex frequencies k
from a time signal C(tn)
Ctn cn
k1
K
dk e
ink, (1)
which is defined on an equidistant time grid tn  n, n
 0,1,. . .,N-1 with complex frequencies k  2fk 
ik (including damping k), where N is the number of
data points,  is the time step, and fk is the frequency in
Hz. Even though the fitting problem of eq 1 is highly
nonlinear, the solution can be obtained by pure linear
algebra if one assumes Lorentzian line shape and uni-
form sampling rate.
The unique feature of FDM is the association of cn
with a time correlation function of a hypothetical quan-
tum system described by a complex symmetric Hamil-
tonian operator ^ with complex eigenvalues k and the
initial state 0
cn  0	ein^ 0, (2)
which redefines the problem of fitting the observed
time signal cn to eq 1 as one of diagonalizing 
^ or,
equivalently, its evolution operator Uˆ over a single step,
where U^  ei^. Furthermore if Yk is a set of orthonor-
mal eigenvectors, which diagonalizes U^ , then
U
^
 ei^ 
k
eik	YkYk	 (3)
and from eqs 1, 2, and 3 corresponding abundance
values, dk, can be calculated as
dk 0	YkYk	0 Yk	02 (4)
Although neither ^ nor U^ are explicitly available,
their matrix elements in an appropriately chosen basis
can be reconstructed from the observed time signal. For
instance, U^ can be reconstructed using Krylov type
finite-time Fourier [26] basis described by

j
zj
n0
M
Uˆ 	zjn0, (5)
where zj  e
ij, j  j, min ⁄  k  max ⁄, j 
1, 2, . . ., Kwin, and the matrix elements (note, the basis is
not orthonormal) can be obtained from
Upj, j'Upj, j′ 
j	Uˆp
j

n0
M

n'0
M
zj ′ ⁄ zjncnn′pzj ′(nn′), (6)
where p 0,1,2. . ., and M is the one half of the transient
length. Now, the fitting problem of eq 1 is recast into
generalized eigenvalue problemU1Bk ukU
0Bk, (7)
where uk  e
ik are eigenvalues and Bk are eigenvec-
tors of the system, note that Bk are normalized with
respect to U(0), and the intensities dk can be recovered
[22, 26] as
dk
j1
k win
Bjk
n0
M
cn (8)
By using a rectangular window Fourier basis eq 6,
and moving into the frequency domain where interac-
tion between adjacent points is small and the matrices
are diagonally dominant with the richest informational
content along the main diagonal [22] the computational
effort for solving the generalized eigenvalue problem eq
7 becomes much smaller. More importantly, the size of
the matrices, Kwin, can be relatively small, in practice
ranging from 3 to 100 [22]. These two factors let us
achieve quasi-linear computational complexity, which
is comparable to that of FFT. However, construction of
the U^ matrices imposes a large constant prefactor so
that while FDM scales well, it is slower than the FFT.
One of the major advantages of FDM over FFT is its
resolution. The Fast Fourier Transform is limited in peak
width to   2/N. In theory FDM can have infinite
resolution. In practice, infinite resolution is achievable
only if the local average density of peaks P() satisfies
 2 ⁄ N ⁄ 2, (9)
where  is the spacing between the adjacent peaks [23].
While FDM has a resolution advantage which is
reported in this manuscript, it also has some disadvan-
tages compared to FFT. Specifically, the local nature of
the basis can generate spurious values or “false” solu-
tions to eq 7. These spurious values, while annoying,
can be purged. There are a number of ways to get rid of
them [21] but the most simple and efficient one is
solving eq 7 for overlapping Kwin and dropping out
those solutions which appear only once [21]. Further-
more, because it is not an approximation technique and
solves eq 1 exactly, FDM experiences substantial diffi-
culties in cases when the frequencies are not stable, for
example under “space-charge” conditions.
Methods
In this study an in-house C implementation of the FFT
square window FDM was used, which is integrated into
the Boston University Data Analysis (BUDA) system [30]
and is available as open source software. The construc-
tions of the matrices described by eqs 11 and 12 were
implemented following the method described by Hu et al.
[22]. To make the calculations faster, the FFTW implemen-
tation of the FFT [31] was used in place of the discrete FT
as described in the above reference. Use of the FFT limited
the granularity of the, or to be more precise the spacing
between adjacent frequencies j in eq 6, to 2/N and
838 AIZIKOV AND O’CONNOR J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 836-843consequently increased the minimal length of the transient
signals necessary to provide the same accuracy (for the
spectra used, the transient length of 1 millisecond or 1K
data points generally satisfied the criteria for selected
peaks). Modified CLAPAC code [32] was used for solving
the generalized eigenvalue problem.
For testing the FDM implementation, theoretical
spectra were generated in-house with 1 mega-point
lengths and 1 MHz sampling rate based on isotopic
abundances calculated using IsoPro 3.0 [33, 34]. The
conversion from m/z to frequency domain was done
according to the calibration equation f
z
m
A B where
A  107079830.92 and B  0.69, which differ slightly
from the values used in the calibration of the experi-
mental spectra, this caused a slight difference in fre-
quency domain between the two. Real spectra of Sub-
stance P were acquired on a homebuilt ESI FTMS
instrument [35–37] (1 mega-point length with 1 MHz
acquisition rate). Frequency chasing experiments were
performed on transient domains ranging from 1000 to
20,000 data points starting with the 0 offset and shifting
depending on the experiment from 1 to 200 data points
into transient. Kwin ranged from 4 to 11 points.
Results and Discussion
To test the fundamental capabilities of FDM, theoretical
Figure 1. (a) Theoretical Mass spectrum of Su
IsoPro 3.0 (m/z versus Relative Intensity) and (b
points) duration sampled at 1MHz rate with th
using stable frequencies.spectra were generated where the exact signal composi-tion was defined a priori with an absence of frequency
shift modulation. A theoretical transient signal (Figure 1)
of length 1 s (1 M data points) with sampling rate of 1
MHz and damping of 10 s1 was generated using fre-
quencies and abundances from the table in the Supple-
mentary Material section (which can be found in the
electronic version of this article) calculated from the
known elemental composition of Substance P using IsoPro
3.0 [33, 34]. In particular, the fine structures of the A  1,
A  2, and A  3 isotopes were included. (The A ion at
1347.712, being the monoisotopic peak, has no fine struc-
ture). Performance studies of the two methods were
conducted on the first 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 s of
the transient (Figure 2). Note that while the FFT generates
a spectrum and then peak centroids must be calculated
from it by nonlinear least-squares fitting, FDM first gen-
erates a line list by solving eqs 7 and 8, and Figure 2 (right)
is generated subsequently by applying a sum of Lorent-
zian line shapes to the data in Table 1. Figure 2 clearly
shows that the FFT fails to resolve the fine structure of the
spectrum (producing only the major peaks) even at 1M
points (1.0 s.) with 80,000 resolving power (Figure 1a) and
fails to resolve even the main isotopic peaks when the first
0.01 s (Figure 2e) of the signal is used. In contrast, FDM
produces all the peaks from the Supplementary Mate-
rial table at 0.25 s and some peak merging takes place as
the signal is shortened beyond the limit imposed by eq
13 for these peaks. FDM, however, still produces a bona
ce P using isotopic abundances calculated by
corresponding transient signal of 1 s (1M data
ping constant of 10. The signal was generatedbstan
) the
e dumfide isotopic distribution with reasonably good abun-
d fro
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(Table 1e). This aspect of FDM algorithm could be
particularly useful for mass spectrometry of short-lived
radionuclides [38].
In general, the peak merging is a result of the
violation of inequality eq 13. These merged peaks can
be thought of as poorly resolved peaks [23]. The merg-
ing is accompanied by increase in error (Table 1), or the
difference between the peaks recovered by the overlap-
ping Kwin. This error serves as an uncertainty measure
and has been used to filter out the spurious peaks [21].
Note that, even with a 1 ms transient, the monoisotopic
peak at 158,906.79 Hz is resolved almost exactly with an
error of 7*104 ppm. In general, as long as condition
eq 13 holds the FDM is capable of achieving “infinite”
resolution [20], with errors only due to noise and
inherent computational round off errors.
Although FDM performance in terms of accuracy on
signals with no frequency modulation is by far superior to
that of FFT, FDM, whose main assumption is that the
resonant states are stable, does not perform that well
when frequency shifts are substantial. Thus, it generally
fails to provide better mass accuracy when used in place
of FFT on real FTMS signals. However, the ability to lock
Figure 2. Frequency spectrum recovered from
0.01M, and (f) 1000 data points of the transient s
FDM (right). The FDM “spectrum” is constructein on frequencies in extremely short transients (as seen inthe previous example, Figure 2) implies that FDM is a
good tool for studying frequency shifts during FTMS
experiments. To test the performance of FDM in following
shifts through a transient, a theoretical signal of 0.5 s
length was generated, where 140,080.1276 Hz frequency
was modulated through 0.0005 Hz (3.6 ppb) with a
frequency of 10 Hz (Figure 3), and sampled at 1 MHz with
signal to noise ratio of 2 in the time domain. The frequency
chasing experiment was performed with 0.5 millisecond
(500 data points) transient domains stepping 200 data
points into the raw data. While the signal to noise ratio of
2 in the theoretical signal, input to the FDM algorithm,
clearly resulted in some noise in the output, the FDM was
able to create an output signal that reproduced the fre-
quency versus time plot from Figure 3a with sub ppb
accuracy. Note, that FDM also generated several spurious
glitches, which were discussed above.
The same frequency chasing experiments were con-
ducted on a real Substance P spectrum (Figure 4)
chasing the three major isotopic peaks using 20 milli-
second transient domains (20,000 data points) stepping
200 data points into the transient for each FDM calcu-
lation through the first 0.5 S of the transient. This
calculation produced the frequency shift plots in Figure
first (a) 1M, (b) 0.5 M, (c) 0.25M, (d) 0.1M, (e)
l in Figure 1b using the FFT (left) and using the
m a Lorentzian fit to the peak list from Table 1.the
igna5 for the A  2, A  1, and A ion peaks of the isotopic
158671.21310 NA 0.00E00
840 AIZIKOV AND O’CONNOR J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 836-843distribution respectively. While there are some FDM
spurious glitches in the frequency shift plots, the isoto-
pic peaks are clearly modulated at several different, but
superimposed, frequencies. For example, all three spec-
tra show a negative frequency dip at  0.13 s and
another at 0.28 s. Additionally, there appears to be a
more rapid modulation every 0.02 s. However, these
frequency shift plots are rather chaotic.
Since the monoisotopic peak at 158,760 Hz has no
fine structure and satisfies the eq 9 on very short
transients (1000 data points), a detailed frequency chas-
ing experiment was expected to show a simpler and
cleaner structure. Thus, a frequency chasing experiment
was performed on this peak using 1 ms (1000 data
points) stepping 1 s (1 data point) into the transient for
the first 0.13 s of the transient. The isotopic beat pattern
is faithfully reproduced in both abundance (Figure 6b)
and frequency shifts (Figure 6c). These frequency shifts
occur every 0.01 s (122.07 Hz) which corresponds well
with the  between the first two isotopic peaks. Thus,
these frequency shifts are clearly due to the “beating”
frequency of the isotopes. Interestingly, the magnitude
of this frequency shift is approximately 75 Hz, which
corresponds to 400 ppm at 158 kHz. However, even
though the ions are shifting in frequency by 400 ppm
during the transient, the FFT is still able to achieve 1 to
2 ppm mass accuracy on this spectrum. Thus, the FFT
effectively averages out these cyclic frequency shifts to
achieve its results.
The level of accuracy and detail produced by these
frequency shift chasing experiments depends directly
on the transient signal lengths. For instance, the fre-
quency chasing experiment in Figure 5 does not show
Table 1. (Continued)
Frequency Intensity % Err (ppm)
158670.86040 NA 0.00E00
158670.75691 36.23842 1.57E00
158553.86888 3.75961 3.07E01
158553.16842 2.87426 1.02E00
158552.97840 NA 0.00E00
158552.74257 8.94472 7.33E01
Standard deviation 6.37E01
(f)
158906.79719 99.99497 7.12E04
158789.32990 NA 0.00E00
158788.56981 75.14601 4.03E01
158671.80090 NA 0.00E00
158671.21310 NA 0.00E00
158670.86040 NA 0.00E00
158670.75387 36.16970 1.55E00
158553.91750 NA 0.00E00
158553.33060 NA 0.00E00
158552.97840 NA 0.00E00
158553.07004 12.50209 2.80E00
Standard deviation 9.14E01
NA indicates that FDM could not resolve the frequencies within allowed
error (10 ppm).Table 1. Frequencies and abundances recovered by FDM from
the first (a) 1M, (b) 0.5 M, (c) 0.25M, (d) 0.1M, (e) 0.01M, and (f)
1000 data points of the transient signal in Figure 1b. Errors
correspond to the difference between the calculated and FDM
recovered frequencies.
Frequency Intensity % Err (ppm)
(a)
158906.79730 100 0.00E00
158789.32990 5.99999792 4.41E07
158788.50580 69.9999968 0.00E00
158671.80090 4.00000051 8.82E07
158671.21309 4.00014895 4.37E05
158670.86039 2.99979559 5.20E05
158670.50770 25.0000252 1.58E06
158553.91744 2.66580469 3.74E04
158553.33059 1.5001432 4.37E05
158552.97840 1.99991672 1.26E05
158552.62630 5.99995247 6.94E07
Standard deviation 1.10E04
(b)
158906.79730 99.99999 0.00E00
158789.32990 6.000238 1.89E06
158788.50580 70.00086 6.31E08
158671.80090 3.999848 1.44E05
158671.21294 4.005262 1.04E03
158670.85986 2.997183 3.43E03
158670.50769 24.99762 6.57E05
158553.91750 3.000049 2.60E05
158553.33052 1.500441 5.31E04
158552.97842 1.999132 1.54E04
158552.62630 5.992714 2.87E05
Standard deviation 1.05E03
(c)
158906.79730 99.99997 0.00E00
158789.32990 6.01434 4.09E06
158788.50580 69.98557 3.78E07
158671.80087 4.00325 1.81E04
158671.21081 4.04751 1.44E02
158670.85443 2.98175 3.76E02
158670.50759 24.97024 7.04E04
158553.91819 2.98400 4.37E03
158553.33971 1.43732 5.74E02
158552.98745 2.05093 5.71E02
158552.62775 6.08859 9.17E03
Standard deviation 2.79E02
(d)
158906.79730 100.00000 0.00E00
158789.32990 6.00000 1.89E07
158788.50580 70.00000 0.00E00
158671.77770 4.48080 1.46E01
158671.21310 NA 0.00E00
158670.86040 NA 0.00E00
158670.50952 25.47574 1.15E02
158553.91067 3.12141 4.31E02
158553.17399 1.24473 9.88E01
158552.97840 NA 0.00E00
158552.63673 6.50813 6.58E02
Standard deviation 2.99E01
(e)
158906.79730 100.00000 6.29E07
158789.32990 NA 0.00E00
158788.53934 74.63911 2.11E01
158671.80090 NA 0.00E00as much modulation as Figure 6 in spite of being carried
841J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 836-843 FILTER DIAGONALIZATION METHOD IN FT-ICRout on the same experimental dataset, due to the
averaging effect. When 20 ms or, equivalently, 20,000
data points were used, the transient signal length was
extended over more than one “beat” (Figure 6a) causing
the averaging out of the intra “beat” frequency modu-
lations. On the other hand, by shortening of the signal
in the frequency chasing experiments, depending on the
choice of a peak, reliability of the results might suffer as
was discussed above.
In terms of computational performance, although FDM
has the same time complexity as the FFT, it is much slower
Figure 3. (a) a theoretical signal of 140080.12
frequency 10Hz, sampled at 1 MHz. (b) FDM out
of 2. The experiment was conducted on 500 data
transient.
Figure 4. (a) frequency spectrum and (b) trans
world” frequency chasing calculations.due to the computational cost of construction of the U
matrices. Moreover, frequency chasing experiments scale
to (NlogN)2 time complexity, making these studies quite
expensive. On average, a typical frequency chasing exper-
iment, depending on the length of the transient and other
parameters, takes 10 to 20 min on a Pentium IV 3.6 GHz
system with 1 GB RAM running Windows XP. However,
the fact that FDM is highly parallelizable makes it easy to
implement it on parallel computer architecture, which will
tremendously improve FDM performance and speed for
frequency chasing experiments.
z, 0.5 S long modulated over 0.0005 Hz with
or the chasing experiment at signal to noise ratio
transient domains stepping 200 data points into
signal of a Substance P spectrum used for “real76 H
put f
pointient
842 AIZIKOV AND O’CONNOR J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 836-843Figure 5. Frequency shift plots (20 ms, 0.2 s shifts) of the first 0.5 s of the Substance-P spectrum
(Figure 4) of the (a) 158530 Hz, (b) 158647 Hz, and (c) 158765 Hz peaks.Figure 6. The frequency chasing experiment conducted on (a) the first 0.13 s of the Substance-P
spectrum (Figure 4), chasing 158647 Hz peak using a 1K data point (1 millisecond) transient domain
stepping 1 data point (1 microsecond) into the transient; (b) intensity versus time plot; (c) frequency
shift plot.
843J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 836-843 FILTER DIAGONALIZATION METHOD IN FT-ICRConclusions
FDM is a signal processing technique, which although
slower than FFT, provides better accuracy. Computation
speed and the fact that FDM requires stable resonance
states (i.e., no frequency shifts) makes it a poor choice as a
direct alternative to FFT in the analysis of FTMS data,
which are dominated by space charge frequency shifts. In
a simple Substance P spectrum, these frequency shifts are
shown to reach 400 ppm. On the other hand, the im-
proved accuracy of FDM on short transients makes it an
ideal tool for frequency chasing experiments, which give a
unique insight into space charge effects and provide
frequency shift functions, which potentially can be used in
reference deconvolution. Another area where high-resolu-
tion on short transient signals might prove useful is with
LC-FTMS hybrid instruments, which attempt to operate
on sub-second transients and with accurate mass mea-
surements of short-lived radionuclides.
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